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ABSTRACT 

The human brain is a highly organized structure and the cerebral cortex in particular has 
expanded massively in size during evolution. The cerebral cortex is arranged into layers 
of specialized neuron subtypes formed during development by orchestrated stem cell 
maintenance, expansion, fate commitment and differentiation. The cortical neural stem cells 
generate billions of neurons in a systematic fashion. The mechanisms and their interplay that 
control most aspects of human brain development are unclear. This is partially due to the ethical 
and practical challenges associated with analyzing fetal human development. Recent progress 
into understanding the formation of the human brain has taken advantage of in vitro modeling of 
corticogenesis using pluripotent cells. Human pluripotent stem cells and procedures developed 
for their differentiation provided previously unavailable opportunities to study the mechanisms 
involved in development of the cerebral cortex. These human cell culture models can be applied 
to address specific biological questions and have been successfully utilized to investigate 
mechanisms associated, not only with normal brain development, but also neuropsychiatric 
disorders. Here, we review the recent literature that uses these cell culture models to study human 
corticogenesis. Then, we discuss the challenges and limitations of the current models.
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Introduction

The cerebral cortex of mammals is a unique 
and complex structure composed of diverse 
neural cell types organized into precise networks 
[1]. Despite its complexity, the cerebral cortex 
originates from a simple anlage consisting of a 
polarized sheet of pseudostratified epithelial 
cells, the neural epithelium [2]. The mechanisms 
controlling cerebral cortex development have 
been of major interests for neurobiologists, 
and have been intensively studied over the past 
decades. Decoding the key aspects of human 
cerebral cortex development could enable new 
therapeutic approaches to be developed for the 

prevention and treatment of devastating brain 
disorders.

Animal models have provided significant 
insights into the development, structure and 
function of the brain and about the mechanisms 
leading to neurological disorders [3]. Despite 
the basic similarities between cerebral cortex 
development in different species, the human 
neocortex has some key and unique cellular 
and molecular characteristics that cannot be 
captured by classic animal models including an 
expanded outer sub ventricular zone (OSVZ), 
specific progenitors and an increased number 
of neurons [4,5].
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available for studying the mechanism of human 
cortical differentiation from pluripotent stem 
cells with a particular focus on the formation 
of the six-layered isocortex with its different 
subtypes of excitatory neurons. Finally, we 
discuss the advantages and limitations of the 
current protocols.

Mechanisms of Cerebral Cortex 
Development
The cerebral cortex is organized into layers forming 
an isocortex. The laminar cytoarchitecture of the 
cerebral cortex is preserved among mammals. The 
six different layers (layer I-VI) contain different 
subtypes of neurons with specific functions, 
connections and gene expression (Figure 1). 
The neuron types can be simply divided into 
glutamatergic excitatory projection neurons 
that transmit information over longer distances 
and GABAergic inhibitory interneurons that 

Over the last years, there has been a huge effort 
to find ways to study human brain development. 
Significant progress has been made towards 
decoding the mechanisms controlling the 
generation of the human cerebral cortex by using 
embryonic tissues from aborted fetuses [4]. 
However, when using fetal-derived tissue one is 
faced with many challenges including difficulties 
in accessibility and ethical issues. Hence, the 
wide application of human fetal tissues for 
research is rather restricted. The advent of 
human pluripotent stem cells, embryonic stem 
cells (ESCs) and induced pluripotent cells 
(iPSCs), opened new opportunities to study 
organogenesis. Human pluripotent cells are 
useful for studying developmental processes and 
also disease mechanism and for drug screening to 
find new treatment strategies [6].

In this review, we outline the basic process of 
cerebral cortex development in humans. Then, 
we will review the different strategies currently 

Figure 1: Human cerebral cortex development. 
During human cortical development, neurons in the cerebral cortex are generated sequentially in an inside-out order from stem cells and progenitors 
residing in the ventricular zone (VZ) and subventricular zone (SVZ) of the neural tube [3]. In humans and other primates, the subventricular zone is 
expanded and divided into the inner subventricular zone (ISVZ) and outer subventricular zone (OSVZ) [5]. The cerebral cortex is organized into six layers 
(layer I-VI). Projection neurons in each layer express distinct markers and have different morphologies and connection patterns.  Deep layers (VI and 
V) are composed of TBR1+ and CTIP2+ corticothalamic projection and subcortical projection neurons, respectively.  Superficial layers contain SATB2+, 
CUX1+, BRN2+ callosal projection neurons [1]. Intermediate zone (IZ), cortical plate (CP).
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modulate local information flux [3,7]. However, 
within this basic segregation, neurons are 
divided into subtypes. For example, deep cortical 
layers (VI and V) contain mainly TBR1+ and 
CTIP2+ corticothalamic projection neurons and 
subcortical projection neurons, which project 
and carry information from the cerebral cortex 
to subcortical structures including the thalamus. 
The more superficial layers (IV-II) contain 
SATB2+, CUX1+, BRN2+ callosal projection 
neurons that project to contralateral brain 
regions thereby transmitting information from 
one brain hemisphere to the other [1].

During development, the excitatory neurons 
are produced in an inside-out laminar order 
from neural stem cells and progenitors that 
reside in proliferative zones, the ventricular 
zone (VZ) and subventricular zone (SVZ) of 
dorsal telencephalic region of the neural tube 
[8,9]. The deep layer neurons are generated at 
early stages of neurogenesis while the late-born 
neurons populate the upper layers. Conversely, 
the interneurons are generated from progenitors 
in the ventral telencephalon and migrate into 
the forming cerebral cortex [10]. Astrocytes 
and oligodendrocytes are produced at the end 
of embryogenesis and after birth from both the 
dorsal and ventral telencephalic regions [11]. 
In this review our main focus will be on the 
generation of excitatory cortical neurons.

Early during cortical development, 
neuroepithelial (NE) cells form the walls of 
the neural tube. As neurogenesis commences, 
VZ NEs transform into radial glial cells, which 
become the major cortical progenitors in the 
VZ. Through symmetric and asymmetric cell 
divisions, radial glia expands the progenitor 
pool and generate neurons. During the course 
of cortical neurogenesis, radial glia generates 
intermediate progenitor populations that expand 
the precursor pool [3]. The length of cortical 
neurogenesis differs between species. In humans, 
cortical neurogenesis is protracted, beginning 
at gestation week (GW) 5 and ending around 
gestation week (GW) 30 [12]. In mouse, cortical 
neurogenesis starts at embryonic day 11 and 
ends around embryonic day 18, shortly before 
birth [12].

The basal progenitors are the major type of 
progenitors in SVZ of rodents. If they divide, 
they mostly divide symmetrically and give rise 
to two neurons [3,5]. In humans and other 
primates, the SVZ is massively expanded 
compared to in rodents and becomes the 

major source of cortical neuron progenitors. 
The human SVZ is so large that it is divided 
in two regions, the inner subventricular zone 
(ISVZ) and outer subventricular zone (OSVZ) 
and contains additional neural progenitor cell 
types, the outer radial glial cells (ORG) [5]. The 
expanded progenitor pools and their extended 
proliferation phases contribute to the increased 
number of neurons and subsequent folding 
and gyrification of the primate cerebral cortex 
[4,13,14].

Pluripotent Stem Cells: Application and 
Promise

For decades, pluripotent stem cells have been 
available for mice and have been a major driving 
force to study gene function by knockout [15,16]. 
Pluripotent cells can generate all cell-types of the 
embryo. However, in other species, the isolation 
of pluripotent cells has been a challenge. In 
1998, the first ESCs were generated from the 
inner cell mass of an early human embryo paving 
the way for the generation of specialized human 
cells and tissues in the laboratory and analysis of 
the mechanisms controlling early development 
in human [17]. Due to their high telomerase 
activity, ESCs are able to divide unlimited times 
and therefore present an unlimited source of 
human cells [17].

However, when using human ESCs, one faces 
major challenges, not least ethical problems 
as the cells are isolated form human embryos. 
In 2007, technology for the generation of so-
called iPSCs (induced pluripotent stem cells) 
from human skin fibroblasts was developed 
[18]. Forced expression of a combination of 
four transcription factors (Oct3/4, Sox2, Klf4, 
c-Myc) drives somatic human cells back in their 
development to an ESC-like state. These four 
transcription factors play fundamental roles in 
maintaining the characteristics of pluripotent 
stem cells by suppressing the genes required for 
differentiation, and activating genes that promote 
the pluripotent state [19]. iPSCs are also capable 
of renewing and presumably differentiating to 
all cell-types of the body [18,20]. iPSCs share 
similar gene expression, telomerase activity and 
epigenetic status of pluripotency genes with 
ESCs [18,20]. The somatic origin of iPSCs 
circumvents many of the ethical issues limiting 
ESC and fetal tissue-based research. Pluripotent 
cell technology has massively increased the 
potential for basic research into human biology, 
regenerative medicine, disease modeling, drug 
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discovery, and stem cell-based therapy [17]. 
Moreover, iPSC technology enables disease-
relevant cell types to be generated from patients 
and these can be applied to investigate disease 
etiology and pathological mechanism. Advances 
in gene editing techniques, including TALEN 
[21,22], Zinc finger [23] and CRISPR [24-27] 
provide new tools to manipulate pluripotent 
cells and address mechanisms involved in brain 
development and disease. The gene editing 
tools commonly applied to generate mutated 
iPSCs and ESCs can also be used to repair the 
mutations in these cells and their progeny [6].

Different Strategies for In vitro 
Differentiation of Cortical Neurons 

Since the isolation of the first human pluripotent 
cells, protocols have been developed and 
continually improved to generate robust culture 
system that, at least in part, recapitulate in vivo 
corticogenesis [28]. Cortical neurogenesis is 
controlled by a combination of intrinsic and 
extrinsic signals [29]. Correspondingly, in vitro 
studies have aimed to mimic these extrinsic 
signals by the addition of cocktails of growth 
factors and small molecules to the culture 
medium, promoting cell type specification and 
differentiation in a temporal fashion [30]. Here, 
we will summarize recent progress towards the 
generation of cortical excitatory neurons from 
pluripotent stem cells (Figure 2). Basically, the 
differentiation methods can be grouped into 
two categories: Adherent culture systems for 
differentiation (Table 1) and differentiation 
from 3D complex culture structures (Table 2).

Adherent Pluripotent Stem Cell Cortical 

Differentiation Protocols 

Pluripotent cells resemble the most primitive cells 
of the blastocyst. The first step in the adherent 
cortical neuronal differentiation protocols is 
to push the pluripotent stem cells towards the 
ectodermal/neuroectodermal lineages. This 
step mimics the lineage commitment steps 
of gastrulation during early development but 
restricts the fate of the pluripotent cells away from 
mesoderm and endoderm and favors ectodermal 
differentiation. Subsequently, ectodermal cells 
are promoted to adopt neuroectodermal stem 
cell fates similar to the process of neurulation. 
Pluripotent cell-derived neuroectodermal 
cells form NEs that self-organize into rosette-
like structures. Rosettes resemble the cellular 

organization of the early neural tube. Following 
expansion of NEs, switching the culture 
conditions and cocktail of factors promotes 
differentiation to definitive neural cell-types 
and specific neuron populations. Early adherent 
cortical differentiation protocols relied on 
autocrine fibroblast growth factor (FGF) 
signaling to promote the differentiation of 
neuroectodermal progenitors that later produced 
neurons and glial cells [31].

More recently, the differentiation of pluripotent 
stem cells to dorsal cortical neural fates was 
enhanced by culturing the cells at reduced 
cell-density in the presence of cyclopamine, an 
antagonist of the sonic hedgehog pathway [32]. 
Sonic hedgehog promotes ventral cell fates in 
the developing [19] progenitor differentiation. 
One significant advance due to this protocol was 
that long-term culture of the dorsal forebrain 
progenitors led to the generation of both deep 
and upper layer neurons in a sequential fashion, 
similar to cortical differentiation in vivo [3,33]. 
However, the method favored early neuron 
subtypes and upper layer neuron differentiation 
was limited [34].

Subsequently, the initial dorsal neural fate 
induction step was improved for human 
pluripotent stem cells by using a combination 
of BMP and TGF-β receptor inhibitors, Noggin 
(or the Alk2 and Alk3 BMP receptor inhibitor 
LDN193189) and SB431542 (an Alk5 TGF-β/
Activin receptor inhibitor), during early stage of 
differentiation [35]. This also resulted in a more 
homogeneous and rapid neural conversion. As 
both TGF-β and BMP signaling pathways act 
through downstream SMAD transcriptional 
effectors [36], the protocol is often referred to as 
the dual-SMAD inhibitor procedure. Inhibition 
of TGF-β and BMP signaling increases the 
efficiency of neuroectodermal fate differentiation 
by preventing endodermal and mesodermal 
differentiation [35]. Accordingly, many adherent 
culture protocols now use dual TGF-β and BMP 
signaling inhibitors in order to generate neuronal 
subtypes without the need to pass through 
embryoid body (EB) formation or culturing 
the pluripotent cells in the presence of feeder or 
stromal cells [11,37].

Retinoic acid, a metabolite of vitamin A, has long 
been known to promote neural differentiation 
[38]. Hence, logical progression of the dorsal 
cortical neuron differentiation procedure from 
pluripotent cells saw the combination of dual 
TGF-β and BMP signaling inhibition and 
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treatment with retinoic acid [11]. Growing 
cells at high density under these conditions 
increased the efficiency of differentiation of 
mouse and human pluripotent stem cells into 
cortical neural progenitors [11]. When these 
dorsal neural progenitors’ cells are differentiated 

in the presence of brain-derived neurotrophic 
factor and glial-derived neurotrophic factor 
over 90 days, deep and upper layer neurons are 
generated in sequential order. Moreover, the 
neurons that are generated by this procedure 
acquire electrophysiological activity during the 

Figure 2: Strategies of in vitro cortical neurons differentiation derived from pluripotent stem cells (PSCs).

A) Two major sources of pluripotent stem cells: ESCs are derived from blastocyst, a week old embryos, and iPSCs derived from cell reprograming of somatic 
cells. B) Adherent differentiation of pluripotent stem cells to cortical neurons: Blockade of TGFβ and BMP signaling using chemical inhibitors (SB, LDN) trigger 
the differentiation of pluripotent stem cells to anterior neural stem cells [35]. Inhibition of WNT pathway also increases the efficiency of telencephalic neural 
progenitors in expense of neural crest cells [28]. The endogenous FGF signaling promotes neural progenitors proliferation in this process [39]. The dorsal 
telencephalic fate is induced by Wnt stimulation, blockade of Shh or through intrinsic default mechanisms. It has been reported the Shh inhibition by adding 
cyclopamine increase the efficiency of differentiation to dorsal forebrain progenitors [34]. RA also has been considered important in differentiation of radial 
glial cells to neurons [38]. Growing cells in the differentiation media containing neurotrophic factors such as GDNF and BDNF enhanced maturation and 
survival of derived cells [28]. C) The 3D cortical neuron differentiation start with EB formation. The EBs transferred to neural induction medium [48]. This 
medium can be supplemented with external factors such as dual SMAD inhibitors. Then the deriving cell aggregates embedded in to Matrigel and transfer to 
spinning bioreactor and culture in differentiation media [46]. ESCs (embryonic stem cells), induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs), retinoic acid (RA), embryoid 
body (EB).
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Table 1: Comparison of the adherent protocols to generate cortical neurons.
Cell source Culture condition Outcome Pros and Cons Author

Mouse ESCs

-Serum free medium without 
inductive signals and growth factors
-Autocrine FGF

Neuroectodermal 
progenitors → neurons 
and glial cells

+First differentiation strategy without EB 
formation or feeder cells 
-Unclear which cortical neuron subtypes 
generated
-The progenitors were able to gave rise to 
TH+ and GABAergic neurons after cultured in 
defined condition

Ying et al. [31]

Mouse ESCs

-Cells cultured at low density
-Cyclopamine added as SHH 
inhibitor
-Differentiation media supplemented 
with N2/B27

Dorsal forebrain 
progenitors → different 
cortical neurons 
subtypes

+Sequential generation of deep and upper 
layer neurons
-Low number of upper layer neurons

Gaspard et al. 
[34]

Human ESCs/iPSCs
-Cells cultured at early stages of 
differentiation in presence of Noggin 
and SB431542

Neural rosette

+Rapid and efficient neural induction lead to 
neural rosette formation
- Used to generate midbrain dopamine and 
spinal motoneurons

Chambers et al. 
[35]

Human ESCs/iPSCs

-Cells cultured at high density in 
presence of Noggin and SB431542 at 
early stage
-Growing media contain retinoic acid 
-Differentiation media contain BDNF 
and GDNF

Neural rosette → 
different cortical 
neurons subtypes and 
astrocytes

+Sequential generation of deep and upper 
layer neurons
+ The number of upper layer neurons more 
than previous methods 
-Do not fully mimic cytoarchitecture of in 
vivo

Pauklin et al. [37]

Human ESCs/iPSCs

-Cells cultured at low density in 
presence of Noggin at early stages
-Differentiation media without any 
growth factors

Cortical neural 
progenitors → different 
cortical neurons 
subtypes and astrocytes

+Sequential generation of deep and upper 
layer neurons
+The derived neurons integrated to existing 
circuits after transplantation
-Do not fully mimic cytoarchitecture of in 
vivo

Espuny-Camacho 
et al. [37]

Table 2: Comparison of 3D based differentiation protocols to generate cortical neurons.
Cell source Culture condition Outcome Pros and Cons Author

Mouse ESCs - EB cultured in presence of 
retinoic acid EB → neurons +First study demonstrated retinoic acid enhanced neural fate

-Unclear which cortical neuron subtypes generated Bain et al. [41]

Mouse ECCs -EB cultured in serum free 
media containing FGF2 EB → neurons

+Self organized neuronal rosette
+Neurons, astrocytes and oligodendrocytes
-Unclear which cortical neuron subtypes generated

Zhang et al. [43]

Mouse/human ESCs 

-EB cultured in serum free 
media (SFEB/SFEBq)
-Addition of Noggin and 
Wnt during early stages 

EB → large 
rosette 
→different 
cortical 
neurons

+Rosette containing forebrain neural progenitors 
+Generation of Reelin+, deep and upper neurons 
-No upper layer neurons production from human ESCs
- Did not give rise to inside out order structure

Watanabe et al. 
[44]
Eiraku et al. [45]

Human ESCs/iPSCs 

-EB cultured in serum free 
media
-EB Embedded in matrigel 
-Growing in spinning 
bioreactor

EB → cerebral 
organoid

+Reelin+ neurons, deep and upper layer neurons
-Do not form six layer structure
-Heterogeneous structures with batch to batch variability 
-Viability of cells after long term culture

Lancaster et al. 
[46]

Human iPSCs 
-Growing EB in presence 
of dual SMAD inhibitors at 
early stage

EB → cortical 
spheroids 
(without 
embedding in 
matrigel)

+Generation of deep and upper layer neurons 
+Generation of astrocytes
-No laminar structure
-Cell survival after protracted culture

Pasca et al. [51]

Human iPSCs 

- EB cultured in presence 
of inductive factors at early 
stage
- Growing in miniaturized 
spinning bioreactor

EB → region 
specific 
organoids

+Region specific organoids (forebrain, midbrain or 
hypothalamic)
+Cost effective and more reproducible
-No lamination of organoids

Qian et al. [53]

differentiation [11]. Importantly, the number 
of upper layer neurons generated in the presence 
of dual-SMAD inhibitors, retinoic acid, brain-
derived neurotrophic factor and glial-derived 

neurotrophic factor is significantly higher than 
with previous methods.

Interestingly, and in contrast to mouse cells, 
corticoneurogenesis from human pluripotent 
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cells does not require blockade of ventral 
differentiation using sonic hedgehog antagonist 
[8,34,37]. Deep and upper layer neurons are 
generated in culture in a timeframe similar to 
corticogenesis in vivo and the neurons acquire 
some degree of maturity over time. Interestingly, 
the in vitro generated human neurons survived 
xenografting and integrated into the existing 
circuitry of host mouse brain [37]. This suggests 
that both paracrine but also intrinsic programs of 
differentiation and maturation control cortical 
neuron development even in vitro.

3D Based Differentiation Protocols

Many standard methods of in vitro differentiation 
of pluripotent cells, including human ESCs 
and iPSCs, require the formation of EBs. EBs 
resembles the gastrulation stage of the embryo 
and is formed by growing pluripotent cells in 
aggregates in the presence of serum. EBs give-rise 
to all three germinal layers of the embryo [39,40]. 
EBs are then cultured in serum free medium 
containing supplements and growth factors to 
select for ectodermal cells and subsequently 
neuroectodermal cells which go on to generate 
different types of neurons.

As with the adherent culture systems, the presence 
of retinoic acid during EB differentiation enhances 
neural fate determination and differentiation. 
Neurons generated from retinoic acid treated 
EBs display more mature electrophysiological 
properties [41]. The formation of NE cells is 
further enhanced by treatment of EBs with FGF-
2 in serum-free medium [42]. These EB-derived 
NEs generate rosettes and give-rise to neurons, 
astrocytes and oligodendrocytes after removal 
of FGF2 [42]. Importantly, in vitro generated 
human neural precursors integrate into the 
mouse brain when xenographted and give-rise to 
neurons and astrocytes [43].

One of the challenges of the EB differentiation 
procedure is the variability and relatively 
uncontrolled differentiation process. 
Subsequently, the Sasai group refined the 3D 
culture system of differentiation to neural tissue 
with two, serum free mouse EB differentiation 
systems, SFEB [44] and SFEB-q [45]. These 
culture paradigms enhance selection for increased 
telencephalic precursor differentiation in 
polarized neuroepithelium like structures. Both 
SFEB and SFEB-q use additions of Wnt and 
Nodal inhibitors at early stages of differentiation 
[44]. In the SFEB cultures, Cajal Retzius Reelin+ 

neurons are generated first, as in vivo, and these 
are followed by TBR1+ and CTIP2+ deep layer 
neurons and, subsequently, SATB2+, BRN2+ 
and CUX1+ upper layer neurons [45]. However, 
as with most culture systems, the neurons do not 
form a laminated structure. The SFEB protocols 
for mouse ESCs were applied to differentiate 
human ESCs to cortical neurons [45]. Although 
human pluripotent stem cells differentiated into 
dorsal telencephalic progenitors, late born upper 
layer neurons were not generated, even after 
longer differentiation periods [45]. This suggested 
that, in addition to the time component, mouse 
and human cortical differentiation might not 
be entirely the same and have species-specific 
mechanism of commitment and differentiation.

In an attempt to develop a culture system 
that more closely recapitulates human 
brain development, the EB procedure was 
developed further [46]. EBs were induced to a 
neuroectodermal fate and then embedded in the 
extracellular matrix Matrigel [47]. The resulting 
3D aggregates formed self-organizing 3D 
structures, which showed apical basal polarity 
of the dorsal telencephalon. These structures 
are referred to as cerebral organoids. When 
transferred to and cultured further in spinning 
bioreactors, cerebral organoids continued to 
grow and differentiate, and ultimately reached 4 
mm in diameter [48].

Cerebral organoids contain fluid-filled cavities 
that resemble ventricles of the postnatal brain and 
develop VZ and OSVZ like structures [14,48]. 
Cerebral organoids also contain tissues of other 
brain regions and further refinement has resulted in 
cultures that contain a continuous neuroectoderm 
consisting of forebrain, retinal, midbrain, and 
hindbrain tissues [46,49]. Upon differentiation 
and with age, mature organoids contain Reelin+ 
neurons, early born cortical neurons (TBR1+, 
CTIP2+) and some late born neurons (SATB2+, 
BRN2+), although upper layer neurons are rather 
rare and their lamination is not complete [46,50]. 
However, neurons in these cerebral oganoids are 
electrophysiologically active [46].

3D organoids hold much promise for the 
analysis of brain development and disease and 
new protocols can generate specific subregions 
of the brain [51-53]. Adaptation of the method 
and combination of small molecule inhibitors 
including those blocking BMP and TGFβ 
signaling increase the formation of functional 
deep and upper layer cortical neurons and 
glial cells [51,53]. The initial cerebral organoid 
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system was expensive and not very reproducible. 
However, technical advances have now managed 
to miniaturize the cultures reducing medium 
costs and increasing reproducibility [53].

To What Degree Do In vitro Differentiation 
Models Recapitulate In vivo Differentiation 
(Progress and Limitations of Current 
Techniques)

Modeling the differentiation process of cerebral 
cortex development in vitro from beginning 
to end is not straightforward due to inherent 
complexity of the cerebral cortex and lack of 
a complete understanding of the cellular and 
molecular mechanisms involved. However, 
recent pluripotent stem cell culture technologies 
recapitulate the key molecular and cellular 
phenotypes of in vivo differentiation. Taken 
together, the current in vitro corticogenesis 
models recapitulate three important aspects of 
in vivo cortical development; 1) Conversion 
of pluripotent stem cells to neural progenitors 
under the control of intrinsic mechanisms 
and inductive factors. 2) Induction of diverse 
neuronal subtypes and glial cells. 3) Maturation 
of pluripotent stem cell-derived neurons.

Each culture method has certain advantages 
and limitations. The adherent models of in 
vitro corticogenesis are robust, cost effective 
and reproducible (in comparison to 3D based 
cultures) [52]. Moreover, analyzing and 
controlling the differentiation of pluripotent 
cells to specific neuron subtypes is relatively 
easy. Adding morphogens and growth factors 
to the culture medium or induction of specific 
genes can trigger fate specification during 
differentiation and this is helped considerably 
by the accessibility of the adherent system. In 
addition, the adherent systems can be used to 
guide differentiation to specific neural cell types 
that can be isolated as relatively homogenous 
populations for clinical studies, drug discovery 
and eventually transplantation. However, 
adherent differentiation culture systems also have 
some limitations. 1) They do not fully simulate 
the complex cytoarchitecture and diversity 
of neuronal cell types in vivo. 2) Functional, 
complex neuronal circuits tend not to be 
fully formed as the cultures lack, for example, 
ventral-derived interneurons. However, these 
culture systems have been used successfully to 
study diseases including, Alzheimer [54,55], 
schizophrenia [56,57], autism spectrum disorder 
[58] and bipolar disorder [59,60].

Conversely, while 3D cultures, and particularly 
cerebral organoid, recapitulated some key 
features of cortex development, these models 
also have limitations; 1) They also fail to fully 
mimic cytoarchitecture of cerebral cortex, and 
the formation of upper layer neurons, and 
the six-layered isocortex. 2) Growing EBs to 
initiate the cultures without external control 
of fate leads to heterogeneous structures with 
significant batch-to-batch variability [53]. 
3) Although different regions of the cerebral 
organoids resemble different brain regions, 
they are randomly organized within the tissue 
[49]. As with the adherent culture systems, 
ventral forebrain structures tend to be scarce as 
a result of intrinsic patterning. However, when 
generated, inhibitory interneurons are able to 
migrate through the organoids [49]. To address 
this migration of ventral inhibitory neurons, 
Bagley et al. generated ventral organoids using a 
ventralizing medium containing sonic hedgehog 
activators and WNT inhibitors. They were 
able to reconstruct the dorsoventral axis of 
the telencephalon by co-culturing ventral and 
dorsal organoids and found that interneurons 
migrated from the ventral to the dorsal parts of 
chimeric organoids [61]. Potentially, the major 
limitation for cerebral organoids at present is 
their rapid decrease in survival over time. Cell 
death, especially in the center of the organoids, 
increases dramatically potentially due to the lack 
of vascularization and penetration of nutrients 
and gases. Co-culture with other cell types such as 
endothelial cells or engineer a circulatory system 
might circumvent these issues in the future [48]. 
Brain organoids hold promise for modeling the 
neurodegenerative and psychiatric diseases in a 
3D environment and cerebral organoids have 
already provided important insights into human 
disease mechanisms including microcephaly 
[46], autism [62], Zika virus infection [63,64], 
and Miller Dieker syndrome (MDS) [65,66], 
autism [62] and schizophrenia [67].

Outlook and Future Technology

A major step in the generation of cerebral 
cortex in a dish has now been taken with the 
development of the 3D organoids. One question 
arose whether the in vitro differentiation 
models can reflect the substantial differences 
between human and other species. Importantly, 
pluripotent based models reflect the differences 
in timing of neurogenesis in vivo. 

The development of cortical culture systems 
from human pluripotent cells uncovered that 
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differentiation of human cortical neurons is 
protracted compared to mouse. Although this 
could have been expected, as during murine 
embryogenesis cortical neurons are generated 
over a 6-day period, in humans the process 
takes more than 100 days (GW5-30) [12,30]. 
The fact that similar species-specific time scales 
are maintained in vitro suggests some form of 
inherent or self-regulatory mechanism exists 
that “times” neurogenesis. Comparison of 
adherent and organoid cultures from mouse, 
human and other primates revealed that the 
proliferative capacity of progenitors is regulated 
cell-autonomously and differs across species 
[68]. This is not due to aberrant progenitor cell 
specification in vitro as outer radial glial (ORG) 
cells derived from human pluripotent stem cells 
have similar molecular characteristics to ORG 
cells isolated from human fetal brains [69]. In 
addition, the ORG cells in the OSV-like region 
of organoids expressed the prominent markers 
of ORG including HOPX, FAM107A, and 
PTPRZ1 [53,65]. Moreover, none of the current 
cerebral organoid models recapitulated folding 
and gyrification of human brain. Recently, 
deletion of PTEN, an anti-proliferative protein, 
induced neural progenitor proliferation, which 
led to larger and partially folded human cerebral 
organoids. However, in contrast, deletion of 
PTEN from mouse cerebral organoids did not 
induce folding demonstrating species-specific 
regulatory mechanism that is conserved and 
active in vitro [70].

The fact that human cortical neurogenesis in vitro 
is very protracted presents challenges for analysis 
of gene function and drug screening. Hence, 
accelerated differentiation protocols are being 
developed by combining different combinations 
and temporal regimes of small molecules, to 
produced cortical neurons from pluripotent 
stem cells in a precise and prompt way [71]. 
The simultaneous inhibition of progenitor 
maintenance and targeted differentiation with 
small molecules, reduces the differentiation time 
to generate, for example, functional deep layer 
(layer VI) neurons [71].

Another approach that is being explored 
to circumvent the time problem is directed 

differentiation using transcription factor-
mediated differentiation [72,73]. Direct 
programing of pluripotent or even somatic cells 
to specific neuronal subtypes is an attractive 
prospect to generate homogeneous neuron 
populations. For example, conversion of somatic 
cells (fibroblast) to neurons by expression the 
transcription factors Ascl1, Brn2 (Pou3f2) and 
Myt1l [74]. In this case, the procedure bypasses 
expansion of the pluripotent state and directly 
induces neurons. 

Interestingly, somatic cell aging hallmarks 
are maintained in neurons derived by direct 
programing, while many of the age associated 
epigenetic marks are reset in neurons 
differentiated from iPSCs and, therefore, they do 
not retain age-associated characteristics [75,76]. 
Importantly, the current cultures give-rise to 
relatively immature neurons that are at an early 
to mid-stage of cortical development [53,61,77]. 
Comparison of gene expression profiles of human 
fetal brain confirmed that organoid-derived cells 
resemble the early stages of brain development 
[51]. In the future, it will be important to model 
neurons of late stages of development or even the 
adult brain. Towards this goal, induced aging of 
neurons derived from iPSCs has been attempted 
by expressing Progerin [78] or by inducing the 
cells with cellular stressors [6,79]. Modeling 
of aging in culture still remains to be a major 
challenge and it will be interesting to study the 
disease associated mechanisms in an aged brain 
model in the future [6].
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